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ABSTRACT: An elastic band gun toy having on its upper rear 
ward portion elastic band engaging and retaining means in 
multiple permitting the stretching of a plurality of elastic 
bands between the front end of the gun and the retaining 
means, and a length of flexible material having both ends 
anchored and being slack to permit portions thereof to be as 
sociated with the elastic band retaining means. The flexible 
material serving as a trigger which when suitably pulled will 
successively displace portions thereof and successive elastic 
bands. 
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MULTIPLE LOADRUBBERBAND GUN 
This invention relates to an elastic band gun of a type com 

monly known as a rubberbandgun used by children at play. 
While elastic band guns of many types have been made and 

previously patented, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a multiple "shot" gun which will successively release 
elastic bands which are so placed and triggered that they can 
be shot very rapidly or at selected intervals. The gun includes 
a simply constructed body having simple yet efficient elastic 
band retaining means and elastic band releasing means in the 
form of a length of flexible material having a slack portion 
defining a "trigger" which can be pulled by the trigger finger 
to effect the release of the elastic bands. 
The above and other objects will appear from the following 

description in connection with the accompanying drawing. 
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of an embodiment of the in 

vention showing several elastic bands in position for 
discharge; 

FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the gun. 
The gun comprises a body 4 having a barrel portion 6 with a 

notch 8 in the front end thereof. Rearwardly of the barrel por 
tion is a chamber portion 10 downwardly from which extends 
a handle or grip 12. 
The chamber portion along its upper side is provided with a 

plurality of notches 14 which extend transversely of the upper 
surface and define a series of shoulders 16 whose faces 
preferably slant upwardly and rearwardly. 
A length of flexible material, such as a woven strip 18, has 

one end anchored as by a nail 20 to the upper rear portion of 
the chamber portion 10. The flexible strip 18 extends for 
wardly over the notches 14 and thence downwardly through 
the body of the gun through an aperture 22. The flexible strip 
18 is of such length of that its other end can be anchored as at 
24 to provide a loop or slack portion 26 for convenient en 
gagement by the triggerfinger of the user. 

Portions of the flexible strip of member 18 are successively 
insertable in the notches 14 starting at the rearmost notch and 
working forwardly, the strip portions being thus insertable by 
positioning portions of successive elastic bands in the notches 
with the flexible strip portions beneath them. 
When each of the notches has an elastic band portion posi 

tioned therein with the opposite portion of the band in the 
muzzle notch 8, the elastic banding the foremost notch will 
overlie the other bands and each band will overlie the next 
rearwardly disposed band. 
When the bands are discharged, the trigger finger is inserted 

in the loop 26 and pulled rearwardly causing that portion of 
the flexible strip or member 18 to be displaced from the for 

2 
wardmost notch 14 and simultaneously displacing the ad 
jacent portion of the gun body. 

If the loop 26 is pulled to its greatest extent in one motion, 
all of the elastic bands will be discharged nearly simultane 
ously. However, the loop 26 can be pulled only a short 
distance to discharge only the rubberband in the foremost of 
the notches 14. Likewise, successive elastic bands can be in 
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dividually discharged or released by the user. 
Because of the manner in which the elastic bands are ar 

ranged and by reason of the length of flexible material which 
provides the trigger loop 26, the gun can be reloaded after the 
discharge of only a part of the elastic bands or after they have 
all been discharged. 
The device has no moving parts except for the length of 

flexible material 18 and the elastic bands themselves. Con 
sequently, it is economical to produce and is not subject to 
mechanical defects, 

It will of course be understood that various changes can be 
made in the form, details, arrangements and proportions of 
the various parts without departing from the spirit of the in 
vention. 

claim: 
1. An elastic band gun comprising a body having a barrel 

portion, a chamber portion and a grip, wherein the improve 
ment comprises: said chamber portion having a E. of elastic band retaining means spaced longitudinally therealong, 
and means carried by said body and disposed adjacent said 
elastic band retaining means for successively releasing the 
elastic bands therefrom, said body having a chamber portion, 
said means for successively releasing said elastic bands com 
prising a length of flexible material having portions positiona 
ble in said elastic band retaining means beneath the elastic 
bands, one end of said length of said flexible material being 
anchored to said body, and said flexible material when pulled, 
successively displacing the elastic bands from said elastic band 
retaining means, said length of flexible material having said 
one end anchored to the rearmost end of the body rearwardly 
of said elastic band retaining means and extending forwardly 
beyond said elastic band retaining means, said body having 
guide means through the body guiding said flexible material 
downwardly from a position forwardly of the elastic band 
retaining means to a point beneath the chamber portion of 
said body, said flexible material being of a length to provide 
one continuous U-shaped trigger beneath said chamber por 
tion and having its other end anchored to the body of the gun 
below the body, and said trigger being positioned to receive 
the finger of the user, and which when pulled thereby, displac 
ing portions of the flexible material successively from said 

- elastic band retaining means. 
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